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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

It is true that the radio and pictures have
made the whole world conscious of its speech.

«e

are being tried through our voices, Since we have
recognized this as a fact, It is of sovereign
importance that we give our ohildren every opportu
nity to improve their voices—for listening and
talking are daily habits and we tend to reflect our
own speech that we hear.
The enjoyment which ii experienced from
participation in a verse speaking choir, alone,
justifies choral readin as a part of the regular
classroom procedure, Choral reading is not new but
it is only during the last few years that those
interested in speech in this country have recog
nized the possibilities of tnis work, hay I ill
Arbuthnot

says:
oetry has been spoken, or per
haps charted, by groups of people
In many different parts of the
v/orld. The ancient Greek drama
consisted first of odes chanted by
a chorus with rhythmic bodily
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movements. Later v. leafier was
added, vtho a poke certain lines
•alone
|
t! >m there - -are two
loader,".:, sack speakii alone.
Ives With with these eoio voices
added the chorus oon.tiatted t©
::1 >j an important part in the
dramas, so- etlnee sr-aoteinr, in
unison, cometi ies dividing and
cpcskfn* la anti•phonal style—
one choir end then the other#
But in Greek drama, the words
of the chorus were as important
as those spok u by the leaders.
Chori© linest advanced t m plot
end eo bed to ha d livered with
the utmost clarity and dmmetio
intensity if the audleaoe was to
follow the dcvexo .in- action#
long, long a.-o, before speak*
in choir© had be n heard of in
our schools, n little haw Upland
teacher used to let her children
say the • ©alias in precisely that
•may# The children could never
decide which wee the more glorious
part, the dramatic shelien -e or
the robust an< reassuring reply#
Perhaps the Hebrew people never
spoke the words in tl is manner,
bu.t it sounds as i they night
have, and those children were
sure of it#
American Indians, before with
their rain cheats-to promote t.ne
growth of the crops, i-wmy «lco
have followed %ne pattern of s--lo
speech and ohoric rsfrains, :.ut
unlike the reck chorus, the
choruses of the belled* end the
Indian chants did not carry the
burden of meaningful lines that
develop the story, Th • modern
speaking ci oir seeaa, t .n, to owe
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raorc of 'it© torn, to the Greek Craao
with its leaders and choruses than
to any other source#
£• cooking poetry In unison Is
nothing new, but verse choirs,o» we
kno then today, ore a comparatively
recent develogr.cnt* They cane to us
chiefly from England, where they
were suggested' by John Hooofiold and
Initiated by las iarjori© (Julian,I
A verse»epeaking choir tauet have a real desire
to make places of literature live for others by
firing their Imaginations with the thoughts conveyed,
sometimes of strength, aoaetljaes of beauty.
Valuable training is also received in enuncia
tion, and timing. Other less tangible skills may be
developer, such as agility in change of pitch,
beautiful tone qualities expressing various shades
of fooling, ami the ability to place emphasis effective
ly.
Hitter and Bhcph«rdlwrlt©i
There arc excellent opportunities
for the teacher to got in mme
effective strokes in teaching the
fundamentals of oral intorprotatiun,
such m phraeln* , diction, and voice
qualitv, as well as to eap&nsis© the
relationship of all oral expression
to the amotions.
1.

ay Bill Arbutnot, Children and gooffs, p. X7f.

£, Hitter and ; hophard, ; ptkods of
and ural : ohoolc. p. Of.

TQVi
m *m*m i
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whenever a group of speakers is trained to recite
poetry under leadership, a verse-speaking choir is
the result. A volume of tone, either loud or soft,
dark or light, may be produced which cannot possible
be attained by a single voice. Pupils who get satis
faction from expressing themselves vocally but are
too timid to speak alone, find that they have ability
when they lose self-consciousness among the group,
Katharine Berry1 points out;
Remember a book of poetry is full
of playful spirits waiting to come
out and dance. The emotional pattern
in poetry and literature should fit
the child, We usually have to create
a desire to like and understand poetry.
A teacher must like poetry if she makes
it meaningful to children. .e must
see the beauty of poetry through the
poets'eyes, It is not what we see on
the printed page that counts, but
what it reveals.

1. Broom, Duncan, JSmig and Stuber, wfpect ive
Instruction, p# 12,
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Statement of j roblem
A6 deplorable as It seems the writer has observed
that so many teachers of the elementary grades are
not taking advantage of the invaluable ale!, choral
reading. Since one of the major objectlyes of educa
tion and mental hygiene is the development of well
rounded individuals, capable of living fully and
richly In their culture, it is very necessary that
choral reading be included in the teaching routine of
all elementary grades.
If choral reading is conducted properly it is
very valuable. The developments are great from the
social and speech standpoint.
The writer is basing her criteria for evalua
tion on the following questions and findings of
experimenters. The following questions are often
raised:
1. What value is there in verse-speaking after
the individual is separated from the group?
2,

ill not verse-speaking revert inevitably
to that monotonous, sing-song type called
concert recitation, with which we are famil
iar in the old school?
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3. Has there been an improvement in the speech
and voice quality of the children?
4. Do children have a greater enjoyment of
poetry because of speaking it together?
5, Are they genuinely eager for more and better
poetry?
6.

Are they also developing growing powers of
interpretation, so that they speak their
poems with understanding and vitality?

7. Has the anonymity of choir work helped,
individual children?
8, Are some of the children able to take over
the leadership of the choir, showing a
real feeling for the possibilities of the
work?
9. Can the choir speak for the assembly or on
a school picnic with exactly the same selfforgetfulness and the same intent
absorption that possess them in their prac
tice periods?
10.

Are the children completely simple, natural,
and sincere in their work?

11. Have the children created a desire to like
and understand poetry?
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12. Does group participation give the shy child
a feeling of belonging?
13. Does the child continue to speak slovenly?
14• Has choral reading increased the child's
vocabulary?
13. Does it help develop the child's personality?
The writer assumes that a large number of teachers
do not include choral reading in their program for
the following reasons:
»

1. Most teachers are not cognizant of the v lues
of choral reading and its effect upon malad
justment•
2. Not having a thorough knowledge of the
possible methods and techniques of teaching
choral reading#
3. Fearing that the evils of choral reading may
overshadow the values.
This criteria is merely suggestive for a criteria
is somewhat like an objective. Broom, Duncan, fianig
and Etueber say,

1

"No one list of objectives satisfies

1. Broom, Duncan Mig and Stuber, affective Reading
Instruction, p. 12,
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every situation. The first step must "be to determine
the needs and capacities o" the pupils who are to he
taught and to plan the instruction accordingly." The
fact follows that no one method of instruction is the
only right method; the teacher must evolve and adapt
her plans to meet the particular situation.
Purpose of Research
The purpose of this evaluation is to find all high
and low points in the teaching of choral reading in
the elementary grades and compare same to see if the
evils out weighed the values. At one time choral
reading seemed to have lost its value but it xs slowly
coming back into the class room. The writer thinks
It is an invaluable aid to elementary children espe
cially the timid and malajusted child, and is desirous
to advocate its values to all people that are interest
ed in the development of the whole child.
Scope
This evaluation covers the elementary grades.
Definition of Terns
Louise Abney and Grace Howe say: "Choral Speaking
is the interpretation of poetry, or poetic prose, by
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several or many voices speaking as one. It is speaking
In unison, in groups, and by parts,"
Ida G, Heath says: "Choral or verse spdaking is
the reciting of poetry or prose in different arrange
ments for combinations of voices, by choir or by chorus."
Katharine R, Berry says: "Choral speaking is a
technique for the enjoyment of oral expression of
poetry. It is the interpretation of poetry by voice
in unison, in groups, or by parts,"
Marlon Robinson and Rozetta Thurston say:

"A

speaking choir is a balanced group of voices speaking
poetry and other rhythmic literature together with
unity and beauty horn of thinking and feeling as one,"
According to V/ebster*s Collegiate Dictionary,
evaluation is, "To ascertain the value or amount of;
to appraise; to express numerically."
Related Literature
Ida G, Reath1 believes many things can be accom
plished through choral reading in school and civic
organizations, She says:
In the primary grades, choral speaking
helps the child learn to read, gives him
1. Ida G. Reath, Choral Spenkln - and Speech Improve
ment. Pp. 8-9.
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an opportunity to became socialized
fey wording in a group, creates an
interest in poetry and tat-ehes
appreciation of literature, here
is m increased tnjoy&eat of the
literature road in those grades,
.-^nc toucher is concerned wit:., the
speech of the child -no should heln
nm loam to rest! with expression,
elenrly and. smoothly, rise mus t be
apare of her own Speech, enunciating
words well and applying the standards
of good reading, for she is to© model
which the children wt11 be most
likely to follov;?•••••
If left to themselves, children
usually choose pocn® win. h rhy? e well,
ihey prefer poerae that tell a story,
such as epics and bailed*, stories*
of everyday life and stories about
thing© they 1U«, Logically, the
teacher should select POORS to read
to the® which are keyed to the jingle
of child life, hoo often POORS are
chosen because they are the traditional select lane to be taught at a
certain spool Plod tine and n forced
correlation with other subjects is
raade, The opposite should be the
c'ti-c, Literature should be free and
natural, chosen because it is nn
enjoyable part of everyday life••«•»
To choose a poet* w ;tch children
can say m a group gives new inter
est, Those -ho are shy and afraid
to epenK or to repeat poetry alone
find it easier to work in a group,
3aoh child should hove on opportunity
to givr hie idea of the interpretation
of a selection. Tic Ideas enn be
1• ,lb^,t 'p, '—9,
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merged to mak© the complete reading
attractive* The interpretation the
group should have is decided upon after
the discussion of the poen. The poem
should not he torn apart, piece hy
piece, ami discussed because that ruins
it ©e far as children are conderned.
Angela M» Broening^- believes that more poetry
should be read aloud for the benefit of the public.
Che states:
Literature is experienced more deeply
by many people when it is heard or said
than when it is merely read silently.
Poetry especially takes on added charm
when its rhythm swings its vivid image
ry and emotional tone into the memory
of the reader or listener.

1

The radio has brought back to the
masses some of the joys of oral litera
ture. The classrooms over the country
likewise are finding that choral reading
can be a means of immediate personal
pleasure and of social entertainment.
Activities that once were carried by the
picked, best student in a class or in
a school now have greater audience
response and educative value through
utilizing every individual in his
appropriate p">rt either as a member
of a speaking choir or of a class group
trained to read well orally as a group.
Harold B. Clifford is sold on the idea of a verse
speaking choir.

1.

He likes to use original poems.

Angela M* Broening, Conducting Experiences in
English, p. 208.
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He says:
Have you tried the verse choir
method with your people? he all
teach poems through the year. The
choral speaking way is far ahead
of the usual group recitation of a
poem. Warner appreciation, more
effective expression, more careful
enunciation are attained. The
cooperative team spirit developed
brings out the shy child and
restrains the overactive.1
Ke suggested two poe s, "The Ocean Is A Person"
and "Permanent Wares". The latter being very good
for relaxation and entertainment. The poem is very
simple but It is useful in motivating children's
interest in writing similar original poems.
L» v. Simpson1 agrees to all the values that
others have mentioned plus choral reading creating a
sense of humor among children. He also observed that
choral reading is an excellent way to give children
correct ideas of rhythm. He stated:
Here again we find help for
those children who at first are consider
monotones in music, but many of whom
have not had an opportunity to develop
their sense of rhythm and therefore
fear to undertake to sing lest they be
out of tune and subject themselves to
possible ridicule by his classmates.
1. Harold B. Clifforn, Choral Speaking and Speech
Improvement. Pp. 11-14.
2. L, W. Simpson, Choral Sneaking and Speech
Improvement, p. ?•
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A few children are monotones "but nearly
as many as both parent and teachers
earnstime think, are not.
When the children have become used to
rhythm and timing, they will often
naturally take their part in the music
class just as the slower talking and
readers have done in the reading and
recitations.
L.

Sirapson believes that, other than the

enjoyment children get from verses, there is much real
value that contributes to the work of every subject in
the classroom.
ilma Kamel was a summer student in a teacher's
college and her teacher gave the class copies of Vochel
Lindsay's "The Congo" to be read ae a chorrlc verse.
After reading it for a week she could still see the fat
black duoks in their savage splendor. Chills crept
down her spine when she heard the beating of the
drums#

That poem was a living thing. Its weird music

fatscinated her and she was determined to carry the
experience to her pupils.
She agreed that it is much easier to teach
choral reading to experienced students than inexperi
enced timid pupils, for it takes much more planning*
She decided to try it even thou a she would face
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difficulties. After trying it she felt she was more
than paid for her time and effort. She also found
multitudes of uses for choral reading.
V/ilma Kernel1, says:
It is easily seen that slow pupils
learn much In the choral reading class.
However, the child who wants to stand
a little ahead of the group learns, too.
He discover^ that he must cooperate if
he wishes social approval. Ke learns
to work with the group.
In the language class, too, use can
"be iar de of the choric reading methods.
I have found that faculty pronunciation
can frequently he improved by letting
several pupils read or repeat the
selection together, Timid and slow
pupils will put much more expression
into both prose and poetry when reading
with someone else who reads well.
It is almost unbelievable, but some
children actually must be taught to
feel rhythm in both music and poetry.
They are usually children who come
from homes where there is no music
instrument, no radio, and where no one
ever sings. I used to give up in
despair at trying to teach rhythm to
such children, but nov* I use choric
verse. After reading many poems with
someone who has a keen feeling of
rhythm, these children begin to feel
it too. It is a joy to see their
eyes shine when they discover the
music in beautiful poetry,
All children are benefitted by
choral reading, but I believe that
timid children profit most, Gladys
1. Wilms Kernel, Choral Speaking and Speech Improve"
, Pp 10-11:
raent

IB

could speak vary little khsllsh when
she started to school. Che had never
played with other children. Che was
afraid of everyone. She soon learned
to read to m alone but, when I asked
her to say anything before the chil
dren, tuie invariably cried, rhe was
a bright child but very shy. After
several weeks I tried having the
children learn nursery rhymes by
repeating them together, kt first
Gladys only sat and listened to the
others. Gradually she lost her fear
and made her lips move while the
others spoke, eventually dorin to
pronounce the words aloud. It was
several more weeks before she would
talk u-lone, but now she is no differ
ent from the others, and as safer to
recite.
I believe there are many greet
fwwsef a* iimee in this method for help
to solve the problem of backward pupils
and those who need oral remedial read
ing heln, for the reason given above.
I have come to believe that the back
ward child who seems to be dull is
often actually not so dull as he
appears but rather accept the rather
n bashful child who is self-conscious.
He would rather accept the designation
"backward*' than face his classmates
bravely and recite whet he really
does know about the lessons, Mt least
it Is a good idea to suspect that
this may be true and give such a chance
to gain soIf-coaf1dene®.
Florence I* Fidge1 has tried choral reading and
says that it work®, ©he thinks that any one of the
1. Florence S. idgo, Choral Speaking, &M. ' P^oh
Improvement. Pp. l-£.
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following values that will be stated later, would
justify choral reading as a regular part of the weekly
schedule.
She states:
Valuable training Is also received
in enunciation, inflection, and timing.
Other less tangible skills may be
developed, such as agility in change
of pitch, beautiful tone qualities
expressing various shades of feeling,
and the ability to place emphasis
effectively,1
./hen individuals are su pported by
others in a group, they develop inflec
tions of unusual beauty because of
freedom, courage, force, accuracy of
pronunciation, together with a
naturalness impossible to so many when
speaking alone, The practicing of
short passages, taking particular care
that each thought is visualized ana
then expressed well, will lead to a
finish which makes more difficult
selections easy,.
Members of the group may gain the
power they lack by acting occasionally
as audience, hen they rejoin the
group, they will put themselves into
the work with more zest. This method
also brings forth class suggestions
which could not otherwise be achieved...

1, Ibid,,

7*
. 1-2.

i"
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CHAPTER II

. ORIGIN OF TEACHING CHORAL READING IN

UNION HOPS EL)v.MARY SCHOOL
Methods and Procedures
After several years of teaching in the elementary
grades, the writer is thoroughly convinced that there
are no set hard and fast rules for a teacher to fol
low in her every day teaching. Every school year
presents its own problem# There is not even a day.
when she is in the classroom that she does not dis
cover different needs arising.

Every child presents

his personal problem. Therefore, the alert teacher
is ever striving to find new means to solve individual
needs. There are methods that can be used in sorae
classes that seem to work perfectly and in others it
falls to stimulate interest. Interest is one of the
main factors that should dominate the elementary
classroom. In order for a child to make satisfactory
progress he must be happily engaged in constructive
work. It is not enough to be engaged but he must
happily engage in work that will provide critical
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thinking. His work should be meaningful. It should
be work that as a whole has permanent value. This
is true in all grades but especially true in the
lower grades, John Dewey^ stated soon after the
beginning of this century: "All which the school can
or need do for children, so far as their minds are
concerned, is to develop their ability to think,"
Bode'- says:

"Thinking Is the educational kingdom of

heaven; if we seek diligently all other things will
be added," So it is very necessary that the teacher
provide those experiences for the child at a very
early age that will stimulate and inspire them to the
extent of thinking the situations through. Life
situations when included in the curriculum always
help children to react more favorable to their work.
In searching material the writer read an article
in the -raria ' a un-cr Margins concerning Choral Reading and was inspired, Tt was felt that this method
would be one means of creating interest and solving
many probleias in the classroom.
1. John Dewey, How -e Think, p, 53,
2. Boyde H, Bode, undamentals of hduoation, p. 1.-7,
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Discovering needs
As a basis for procedure, the experimenter took
into consideration the following points: orientation
for the new and ma ladjusted child, when to use choral
reading, tine limit, behavior disorder, language, the
whip, play and fun, beauty and social points in general.
There are no two children alike. There are as
many different personalities and attitudes as there are
children, each presenting hie own problem. Knowing
this to be true, all pupils were observed closely at
the beginning of school for the purpose of discovering
their needs and interests. After close observation,
the writer discovered the following weaknesses among
the pupils;
1. r.ischievousnees
2. Lack of saute of humor
Xnattentivaness
4. Don cooperative attitudes
5. Timidity
6. Loud voices
7.

leak voices

8. Sloven speech

20

9.

Self-consciousness

10. Retardation
11. Selfishness
12. Sing-song patterns
IS. Lack of beauty in expression
14*

Lack of sense of rhythm

15. .uack of sense of belonging
It was recognized that the needs of the Union Hope
pupils were the ones listed by many writers and experi
menters Of choral reading. So it was decided that the
use of choral reading would be on aid to solving some
of the pertinent problems.
Later a search for a oriteria for measuring the
achievements of choral reading was made but all in
vain. It was deemed feasible to use values that
occurred most frequently in the verifications of dif
ferent writers and experimentors of choral reading in
setting up a criteria.
The writer drew a table to show the number of
children in class, the number and oer cent of pupils
that needed guidance according to the check with
improvised criteria. A socle was also drawn in order
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to keep an accurate account of all improvements made.
The scale and Table I, page 21a and 21b respectively,
were made at the beginning of school and a close check
was kept until the end of the first semester, Results
were recorded and a new table and chart were drafted
for the second semester.
Approaching the Problem
An interesting story was read to the class that
included rhythm. The story was about something famil
iar to the children, and verses were rhythmical. The
story, "Millions of Cats" by Grace Scarr was the choice
for experimentation. The teacher read the story and
the children chimed in on the verses. The pictures
and words of the story aroused interest and the children
were enhanced with the power of rhythm and word sound.
They were also seized by the mood of expression. A
continuous reading of ohoric poems gave the maladjusted
child a sense of belonging and the timid child an
opportunity to take a more active part and lose selfconsciousness.
As a home room teacher, it was not necessary to
have a set time for choral reading on the daily schedule.
Whenever the interest began to log or when

21a

TABLE I
GiilTEH!A US: iO II; llAAGUIilUG CHORAL 1: IVDIIIGr ICIII V ;l ' r.

PUPILS AT BIH0B HOIS SCHOOL

> m 32

Uuatbor . mrolled
32
Topica

Ilumber I;er Cont

1. I -isciiievous
2, Lack a Sense of Humor .
Inattentive
Lone Co-operative
Tlal4
Loud Voice
7. •oak Voice
3. Sloven Speech
9. Self-Conecious
10. Retarded
11. Selfish
12. Sing-Song Iattorns
Lack of Beauty of .expression
Lack of Sense of Rhythm
15. Lack a Sens© of Belonging

12

6

t

12

i

f:

12
10
30

6

2

k

32
32

£:

20

5

.33
.19
.33
.16
.19

.33
.31
.91-1.19
.06
.16

1.30
1.00

.62
.15

r-:: •;
Lumber 12 and 13 are outstanding illustrations of
weaknesses shown in children at tho beginning of the school
year. Ono hundred per cent of them lack beauty of expres
sion and havo sing-song patterns.
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children were tired and sleepy before recess, choral
reading served as a stimulant, It broke the monotony
and left everyone happy, It was found to be an excellent means for getting the pupils in tune for re ular
class routine.
The time never exceeded 10 or 15 minutes. This
was dons in order not to bore the children,
Tha healthy child has much energy and must have
some outlet for his energy. This prevents him from
being a problem child. Children will always release
that surplus of energy in someway regardless of what
the teacher thinks, A release of energy seems to
give self-confidence to the doer.
Choral reading was also used as a means to
develop good speech habits, ilexibility ol tone, tim
ing and tuning, That value can not be forgotten, for
self-consciousness would have forever stood in the
way if the timid child had been expected to perform
alone.
Choral reading was made a pleasure instead of a
chore. !io time limit was placed on when the poems
,ere to be learned, The punils were not bored with
long drawn out individual explanations. General
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explanations were given to the class ae a whole with
no force attached. The children were allowed to
select the poems that they thought were beautiful.
The children enjoyed it and thought it fun.
It wae impossible to derl with all problems indi
vidually hence choral reading provided the solution
for many of the general problems. They learned the
value of cooper tion in order to meet their class
mates approval# They realized each child had o chance
to make a definite contribution leaving no wall
flowers#
The writer thought first in terms of teaching
choral reading for litorature appreciation only, but
after learning of its values, it was integrated with
all subjects, Lumber rhymes were used to introduce
numbers, aalth poems to introduce health lessons,
easy rending poems for supplementary readin , many
words were used for informal phonetics, sloven speech
corrected, pictures were drawn from poems read and
writi g was always a pleasure, Instead of regular
writing from the copy book, choric lines .vere used
instead.
As childrens' muscles grew stronger many poems
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were written. The teacher always kept in mind the
time element for regular practice, hut poems were
always available to children in manuscript on the
blackboard and on. charts. l ost children took pride
in copying poetry in their spare moments to carry
home. This was done on their own accord, Many parents were astonished at their ability to write and
recite poetry. Many of the children would ask for
new poems to write if they had exhausted the supply
on hand.
At the end of the first semester, practically
all problems had been partially solved. The writer
drafted another scale page 24b, and Table II, page
24a, and all signs of improvement were recorded. After
the first semester choral reading was continued with
many added diversions.
The teacher found it helpful at all times to
use the moving picture machine, shadow show and the
flannel graph whenever permissible in teaching choral
reading. They provided iuch entertainment for the
children. At first, the teacher drew large free
hand pictures from Mother Goose Rhyme books to be
used on the moving picture machine during the reading

2l{-a
TABLE II

CRITERIA USED IS H3AS0RI1® CHORAL R i ADIHG ACIIIBVA1IE1TT3 III 32
I U1IL3 AT TIUIOH IT... E SCHt OL

liumbor Enrolled
32
Topics
1. Mischievous
2. Lack a Sense of Humor
Inattentive
1Jono Co-o orativo
Timid
Load Voice
Weak Voice
Sloven Speech
9* Self-Consclous
10. Itet&rded
11. Selfish
12. Sing-Song Patterns
Lac..: of Beauty of Expression
Lack of tense of Rhythm
15. Lack a Sense of Belonging

f*
i:

I:

ft

Lumber Per cent

8
3
5
2

i6

18
0
2
17
17
12
2

•25
•09

*15
.06
.16

.25
$

.16

.00
•06

.53
.53
•38

.06

Humber 12 »nd 13 show that- choral reading has cause,
lack of beauty of expression and -sing-song patterns to bo
reduced from one hundred per cent to 33 Per
beginning of the second semester.
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readiness stage»

As the picture \VSE turned the pupils

would recite the rhyme that accompanied the picture.
There were no words written on the reel. '.Then the
children were ready for initial reading the words were
added.
The program was sold to the public. The Jeane's
Supervisor, Sylvia Young of Palestine, Anderson County,
Texas, made it possible for the Union Hope Primary
Department to appear on several programs. They
appeared on programs at the Anderson County Fair, and
at several teachers' meetings. Judging from the
reaction of the public, the performance was gratifying.
The group was asked to appear on a program at the
East Texas Teachers' Association. In connection with
this the experimenter was asked to give a demonstra
tion showing the use of the theater in the primary

v

grades. The teachers were pleased with the pupils'
ability to converse with them after the demonstration.
One could readily observe that they were socially adjusted
to a certain extent. They had for gotten the monster
"fear", and were able to converse intellignetly
with people, The district superintendent and supervisor
were pleased over the children telling t em of their
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various accomplishments. The children also called the
attention of adults to their work on display. They
took pride in reading "books from the circulating library
and kept records of the number of books read by each
child. The pupils would tell the Jeanes Supervisor
of high points in the stories that they enjoyed and also ask
asked for more interesting books pertaining to the unit
being taught.
At the end of the school year the last Table III,
page 26a, and graph 26b showed that all problems were
not solved completely but most of them were reduced to
to minimum.
The writer continued to use choral reading year
after year and as a result Union Hope School's Primary
Department was generally successful when given an
achievement test, host children's grades were much
higher than was anticipated.
The choral reading program provided for many
rich and broadening experiences, thus, increasing the
children's vocabulary and comprehension.

There wer e

other schools of the same class taking the examina
tion along with Union Hope School children that did
not come up to the standard. The test scores met
the requirements for accreditation and Union Hope
was accredited.
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TABLE III .
CRITERIA U811D III I IBASURIBG CHORAL 11 lADIIJC ACHI IV 1.1 i.'TS III 32
PUPILS AT UPIIOU HOPS SCHOOL

Uuniber Bnrollod
32
Topics
1.
2.

Mischievous
Lack a Sense of Humor
Inattentive
Hone Co-operative
Timid
Loud Voice
Weak Voice

i:7»

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
lip.
1%,

Sloven Speech
Self-Conscious
Retarded
Selfish
Sing-Sang Patterns
Lack of Beauty of Expression
Lack of tonso of .hythiii
Lack a dense of Belonging

I lumber POP Cent
3

0
0
0
0
2

7

1
0
0

6

7
0
0

.09

.00
.00
,00
.00
.16
,06
.22
.03
.00
.00
.19
.22
.00
.00

Iluiaber 12 and 13 show by -the uso of choral reading
lack of beauty of expression and sing-song delivery have
boon reduced to nineteen and twenty-two per cent, respec
tively.
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Up to this point Union Hope School is the only accred
ited "C" class school in Anderson County. It was
felt that choral reading had much to do with the
pupils' achievements.
The trends in education are ever changing and in
order to keep pace with modern practices, it Is
obvious that travel ad research should be in the teach
er's routine. After attending sohool for two consecutive
summers, the experimenter's philosophy of education
i

has been changed. It was deemed necessary to change
from the old autocratic method of teaching to a more
democratic procedure. This was sone for the benefit of
the child. It has been proved that children's achieve
ments are greater when they are permitted to help plan
the daily program of work, With a democratic procedure
the teacher has an opportunity to discover the child's
needs and meet them.
It has been observed that a new born child is
like a diamond in the rough and requires cutting and
polishing, iihvironment provides the basis for ts.e job
but luster, brillancy and beauty are dependent upon
the light given by experience. It is the duty of a
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teacher to provide those experiences in the class room.
In order to develop language ability the pupils must
be provided with optimun conditions for growth in
reading. There are four facets to individual develop
ment. Namely; listening, speaking, rending, and
writing.

Ml four give shape to this diamond,

Smraett Albert Betts-- makes the following observation;
The first facet listening is cut
in the home. It is polished in the home,
in the school, and on the playground.
The size and quality of this facet has
considerable influence on the usefulness,
appearance, and beauty of the diamond.
The second facet speaking
is also
cut in the home. And again, t is facet
is polished in the home, In the school,
and on the playground. This facet can
be no larger and no more beautiful than
the total diamond. And, the brilliance
and size of this facet—speaking—is meas
ured in terns of the first facet—listening.
The third facet—reading is uaually
cut In the primary school. Like the other
facets of language, this one is polished in
the school, in the home, in the library,
and in other institutions of society. How
beautifully this job is done depends upon
the size and quality of the diamond and
the pride and competence of those who cut
and polish. Cloudiness in the listening
facet or speaking facet will dull the
brilliance and usefulness of the reading
facet.
^ n .inn

1. Emmett Albert Betts, "Acres of Di monds" Vol.
Elementary English, January, 1948.

IV
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The fourth facet of this diamond—
writing——is usually cut in the elementaschool. This is polished as it reading.
Like the other three facets, the writing
facet takes on its full brilliance when
highlighted with experience sparked by
the intensity of need.
The four facets—listening, speaking,
reading, and writing—give shape, and
form to the diamond of language. Polish
ing this diamond is a life's work. It
must be polished by the skilled guidance
of parents, of elementary teachers, of
secondary teachers, of Cv>llege teachers,
and of contemporaries.
In the school year of 1948-49, the experimenter
accepted a new position as first grade teacher, at
Green Bay High School, Palestine, Anderson County,
Texas.

In this school, there were 45 first grade chil-

dren as shown in Tahle IV, page 29a.

Practically all

of them were entering school for the first time, Here,
the interest in choral reading was continued to show
progress made by children during the school year, However, the first step was to orientate the pupils into
their new situation and establish rapport between
teacher, pupils and parents,

After solving many prob-

lems at Union Hope School through choral reading, it
was decided to try choral reading in the new situation.
This was done with all care. Curing the reading readiness
stage the approach was made through rhymes inoluded
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in the basic text, "New friends At School," It
contained pictures and rhymes. The rhymes were read
to the class in an enthusiastic ra? nner and they
seemed to suit the children's fancy. The teacher
observed the response of the class to poetry and
began to collect rhymes and Jingles with colorful
pictures to present to them. The children became
interested and brought several rhyme books from home
*

to be read to the group. After several rhymes had
been read, the children were permitted to select the
rhymes that they enjoyed most. No time limit was
placed on when the rhymes should be memorized and
they memorized them in a very short time.
It is the custom at Green Bay School to have
•

>

*

general assembly once a week,

iaoh teacher takes

turns in entertaining the [ roup.

.'hen the first

grade pupils were asked what they wanted to have on
their program all suggested choral reading and story
dramatization, At the end of the tenth week the
children were ready for presentation. All children
were able to play their parts without any backstage
coaching by the teacher. The children were permitted

31
to take oomplete charge of the program, A six year
old child was the announcer. The children did not
show any sign of fear. The audiences' response was
favorable. Most of the people asked this question,
"How did they memorize so many poems in such a short
time?" They were able to speak with expression. From
that time on the teacher and pupils were like one
happy family. The pupils were orientated into their
new situation and the teacher had established ranport.
A democratic procedure was used through out the school
year with all class work which made work a pleasure
instead of a chore. The progress made in all subjects
was satisfactory. The reading and writing deserved
special mention.
Second Semester
A record was kept of the progress made by pupils
during the school. It was noted that problems were
reduced to a minimum. Out of 45 pupils enrolled all
vers promoted with the exception of five. Four nonpromotions were due to poor attendance, and one with
crew before the end of the school year. Table V,
page 31a showed the reduction of sing-song patterns
during the second semester. Table VI, page 31c showed
a greater reduction during the last days of school.
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TABLE V
CRITERIA USED III 1,1: ISURIHG CHORAL R . '.DI1IC AC^BVBMBHTS III L$
PUPILS AT OI.LSil BAY HIGH SCHOOL

Number Enrolled

4-5

Topics
1.
2.

t5»

6.

I:9.

10.
11.
12.
3.3.
Xt •

15.

lftEa.be r lor Cent

1 liscLIevous
Lack a bona© of Humor
Inattentive
Hone Co-operative
Timid
Loud Voice
.'oak Voice
Sloven Spoocli
Self-Conscious
Retarded,
Selfish
Sing-Song Pattern
Lack of Beauty of depression
Lack of Sons© of Hhythrn
Lack a Sense of Belonging
r^3E=SS=

10

5
C

kr

3

13
22

5

3
2
20
21
2

3

.22
.11
.13
.03
.07
.29
.11

49

.11
.07
.0]-.

:is
.oh,
.07

sses:

Table V shows at the beginning of the second semester
sing-song patterns had been reduced forty-four per cent and
lack of beauty of expression was reduced to forty-six per
cent.
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CHAPTER III

M11J$ C? OHORAL RSAStKO

Q&MStPM lWT«ffy

ohoric speech has its limitations and pose1tola
dangers, children have a tendency to singsong their
lines. '.Shea working with rhythmic heats, children
invariably hit the metric beats too hard and drone
their vera©®,

than children are allowed to recite

poetry in a singsong manner, it destroys the meaning
of the poem# One should turn the choir's attention
to the story or the idea of the poem. Explain to
them the story that the poem conveys. Suggest that
they speak the poem as if they were the author.
Attention should be focused on meaning rather than
emphasis. It is best to stop the choir the moment
they begin to singsong and make then conscious of
the meaning. The choir should be cautioned to
think the words as they say them* This must be
done in order for the audience to catch the meaning.
BSiSS. 3£L • edippy?
It is a general tendency for children to use

S3

second-rate material, Some like it because it is
cute or rhythmical, Nonesense verses are used Just
as a starting point but it is a pity to continue to
use poetry without merit.

71th little practice,

choirs will be able to recite select poetry.
Qverdramatics
The unhappiest by-product of choral reading is
overdranatics, Some children overdramatize practi
cally every line of poetry. Small children will
dramatize what they say without being taught.

Then

some are taught to do so which is bad taste. The
audience will soon lose interest. Small children
usually refrain from dramatization at the age of
seven. Overdramatization violates the code of sincere thought delivery and good taste. An occasional
gesture tickles the children and the audience as
well, Generally speaking gestures detract from the
meaning of the poem and the audience's attention
is focused on the speaker. This also leads to artifi
cial stunt-performance. May Hill Arbuthnot1 says:
Sweet voices, clear diction, quiet
unaffected manners, and a genuine
1. May Hill Arbuthnot, Children and Books. p. 195.
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enjoyment of a verse choir. Overly
dramatic interpretations often arise
from the sheer mediocrity of the verses
UBed. Fine poetry does not lend itself
to such perversions.
Loud Voices
I ounting volume of voices is another danger.
Sometimes children get enthusiastic and bellow the
words. You will notice that during the rehearsal
children will have a tendency to grow louder and
louder. If the choir is permitted to do this,
they will develop harsh shrilling voices that are
not pleasant to the listeners. It is also possible
to ruin their voices. The instructor should take note
of individual voices in order to keep them light,
rich, warm and lovely. Whenever the ohoir grows
loud, stop them immediately.
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CHAPTER IV.
VAXU3S OF CHORA L HSU)BIG
Speech and Voice Improvement
ilany of the early hooks reco ended formal speeoh
exercises during or before the speaking chior activi
ties.

All are essential hut they may he obtained in

the course of poem practice. Choral speaking is like
singing; it depends upon diction, proper breathing
and good tone quality. These may be achieved through
practice, When children are given a chance to listen
to each other and check mistakes being made, they
understand the reason for pure vowels which every one
should speak alike.
Only the best and most cultured diction in our
localities should be accepted standards. This means
that a : outhern child should not be expected to speak
like a lew ;n-lender, Sweet rich voices are the
objectives everywhere and they can be developed
through a verse choir if the children are allov/ed
to listen attentively and judge the outcome. Good
choral reading will correct individual speech laults
and improve diction.
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Choral 8peaking is on excellent aid to eliminate
sloven speecIt provi es opportunity to correct
the often mispronounced words such as "gety "just ,
"because* , "pretty , etc.

:t also aids in teaching

informal phonics. Through phonics we get beauty of
the

nglish sounds properly made.
Good speech is more than proper word formation

and correct pronunciation.

fords group thenselves

into patterns of heavy and light beats of the voice,
which constitutes the rhythm of speech, and the suc
cession of the voice gives speech melody. There are
alternating degrees of force and quality of tone which
makes speech pleasant or unpleasant to the ear. Good
speech foundations should be laid in early life; a
found tion upon which succeedin. teachers should build.
If this were done it would not be necessary in college
to correct mumbling, nasallng, lispin and babytalking. It is also true that the folk who did not
go to oollege would not be allowed

o go out into

the world with speech inadequate to serve their future
needs*
Increased hijoymont of Poetry
It Is very essential that children enjoy poetry
that they memorize.
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Katharine R« Berrysays:
Choral speaking is s technique for
the enjoyment of oral expression of
poetry. It is the interpretation of
poetry by voice in unison, in groups or
parts. It is an educative process in
that it creates greater enjoyment of
poetry.
There is something very unusual about a verse
speaking choir, Tie participants eti: ulate eaoh other.
They enjoy poetry much better when speaking together
and they are genuinely eager for more and better
poetry. The different types of voices holp to make
the experience enlivened and delightful. Sometimea
children become so elated over the verse choir they
mill miss games and other special treats for rehear
sal, If they ore not watched they will even miss
lunch also. Children will read through books of poetr
in search for suitable poems.

It sounds incredible

to note the number of poems t ey will memorize without
being urged.

,hen they do such things, it is evident

that they are enjoying poetry pad it is becoming1 a
part of them, The teacher plays an important part in
improving the ohild's taste for good poetry.

If

1. Katharine R. Berry, "Rhythmsr in the hchool Program"
Elementary .n.'lish. Vol. P (April, 1948), p. 221.
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If children bring poor cheap poetryt the teacher can
tactfully eliiainate it and encourage the children to
select the better type.
If the teacher likes poetry, she can easily encour
age children to enjoy it and also make it meaningful.
She can teach them to see the beauty of the poem through
the poet's eyes. It is a wonderful opportunity to
teach children to use their imagination.
Growing Ability to Interpret poetry
If the children are speaking their poems with
understanding and vitality they are developing power of
interpretation. With older children, the teacher may
read the selection two or three times and discuss it
with the group. Later she may allow another student to
read it. Lew voices give poems different interpreta
tions, They may suggest ways to cast the >oem. After
a while all children will be able to read alone with
pleasure, he long as all members -have the same inter
pretation of the poem, their inflections will tend to
conform to desired effect.
knowing a little about the author will aid in
the interpretation of the poem, When children are familiar with the author it helps them to see and
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interpret the poem from his point of view. Cere
should he taken to see that the material given to
children to interpret is within their level of
comprehension and as much as possible within their
realm of experience. The city child would be
Impressed with poems with titles about things in the
city that he is familiar with, and the country child
would be equally impressed with poems with titles of
the many different, things in the country with which
he has become familiar. Later as they gain experience
with choral work, there is the advantage of broaden
ing their vicariates experience throu h poetry. Poems
about unfamiliar subjects should be discussed.
tJnfamillar subjects should be taught by pictures if
at all possible. If such is taught by picture the
interpretation is based- on a real understanding by
the child,
The teacher should take special interest in
making the lessons in choral reading very interest
ing, They should not be allowed to become bores one
for if the child's previous experience with choral
work has been pleasant, he wiLl enjoy working out
interpretations of more advance material.
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Better Personal Adjustment
In this discussion the writer pi ces special
emphasis on the timid and maladjusted child. Mary
Hill Arbuthnot3- writes:
The shy child forgets himself. Lost
in the group, he lifts a timid voice;
under the surge and swing of great poetry,
he speaks with authority and presently
discovers that this new confidence stays
with hinj he can really do things on his
own. On the other hand, the exhibitionist
has to learn to submerge himself into the
group. This is not so irksome as might
be expected, because he presently finds
himself carried along by the energizing
excitement of the ohoir. The show-off,
along with the other children, develops
a pride in -roup performance— a shared
sense of achievement.
The aalajueted child usually feels that he has'
no part in the activities. In other words he does
not hove the sense of belongingnoss. Group partici
pation gives the feeling to each that he belongs,
which is especially good for the maladjusted when he
feels alone. During early childhood the school helps
to mould the child's character, shapes his personality,
and lays the foundation for his futura. If the school
does it well, his chances for a successful and happy
1. Arbuthnot, op. oit,, p. 197,
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life are greatly enhanced;

if it does it's work

poorly, his personality may he so warped that
satisfactory adjustment in adult life will be dif
ficult, if not impossible to achieve.
Ability to head
Opportunity for pupil leadership should be
provided. It is surprising hov. quickly some children
develop an ear for tone and tempo that make It possi
ble for them to give suggestions. Some ohildran can
be trained to direct as well as the teacher.

It is

desirable to wrk toward pupil leadership for public
performances.
sincerity
Sincere poetry-speaking under any circumstance
is a desirable goal for any speaking choir.

If the

choir is able to speak before an audience as well as
it does in rehearsal, desirable results have been
obtained.
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CHAPTER V.

SUl iroy, COHCLUSIONS AND R3C0IE ASKDULTIOH:.

Summary
Choral reading is oral reading by groups. It
may be used in either laboratory or audience situa
tions, In the intermediate or upper grades the
groups are usually divided into high and low voices,
Antiphonal effects are achieved by group divisions.
The antiphonal type of reading can be used from the
primary grades through college. The choir and
audience seem to get an emotional effect from ohoral
reading. Choral reading is advantageous to the
teacher. It provides opportunity to get in some
effective strokes in tenoning fundamentals of oral
interpretation, hence, pupils nay be taught basic
elements of speech when time would not permit indi
vidual teaching.
The evils of choral reading are as follows:
1. Singsong delivery
2, Choice of mediocre verse
3, Qverdramaties
4. Loud voices
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The evils of choral reading can be avoided if
the instructor will keep close cheok on the group.
The choir should be stopped the moment it violates
proper practices.

very member of the group must

be trained to think the words as they say them.
This should be done in order for the audience to
catch the meaning of the poem.
The values of choral reading are as follows:
1. Speech and voice improvement
2. Increased enjoyment of poetry
3. Growing ability to interpret poetry
4. Better personal adjustments
5. Ability to read
6. Sincerity
Conclusions
The writer experimented with two schools
under her supervision and choral reading was found
to be real valuable. It was also found that other
experimenters and authors found it to be an inval
uable aid to teachers in developing pupil interest
and appreciation in reading. All agreed that it
•

is especially helpful to the timid child. It was
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conoluded that the following problems were not
wholly dispensed with but reduced to a minimus.:
1, Mischievousness
2.

Lack of sense of humor

3.

Inattentiveness

4. Timidity
5, Loud voices
6.

Weak voices

7. Sloven speech
8, Non-cooperative
9. Self consciousness
10*

Singsong patterns

11. Lack of beauty of expression
There were several other problems that were par
tially solved not mentioned in the list.

Abner and

Rowe say:
Let it be said that speeoh education
is absolutely essential if delicacy and
precision of articulation, balanced reso
nance, correct enunciation, musical range
and flexibility of tone, perfect timing,
and accurate phrasing—qualities which
are necessary and desirable in the versespeaking choir—are to be realized.

1. Louise Abney and Grce Rowe, Choral ; peaking
Arrangements for the Lower rades. p*29.
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Recomiaenda11ons
The writer recommends choral reading to all
elementary teachers as a partial solution for every
day problems that arise in the classroom. If one
still thinks that there is need for a special course
in speech art, it should be taken, If the teacher
can appreciate poetry, it should not be hard to
get it over to pupils. ivdgar A. Guest2speaks the
writer's sentiments in the first and third stanzas
of his poem, "It Couldn't Be Done.." It reads:
Bornebody said that it oouldn't be done
But he with a chuckle replied
That "maybe it couldn't," but he would be one
,ho wouldn't say so till he'd tried.
So he buckled right in with the trace of a grin
On his face. If he worried, he hid it.
He started to sing as he tackled the thing
That couldn't be done, and he did it.
There are thousands to tell you it cannot be done
There are thousands to prophesy failure;
There are thousands to point out to you one by one
The dangers that wait to assail you.
But Just buckle in with a bit of a grin,
Just take of your coat and go to it;
Just start to sing as you tackle the thing
Thnt "cannot be done," and you'll do it.
1. N3A handbook and Manuel, hat1one1 educational
Association of the United States. August 1947
p. IS.
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